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Introduction

Here we write out a concrete and complete implementation of a fast risk re-balance
system. That is a system that takes a current portfolio (set of holdings) plus estimates
of future returns and quickly solves for a trade that moves to an optimal new portfolio.
We will use the simple mean-variance Sharpe ratio criteria to balance return and
risk and we further incorporate trade costs. These methods are similar to those of
[RV02, VR07].1 The emphasis is on approximations that allow the use of a very fast
optimizer. The use of an optimizer allows the requirement of an intelligent decision
to be encoded declaratively and then mechanically solved for.

2

Model

This model is deliberately simplified to allow quick implementation, execution and
estimation.
Assume we are trading a number of core securities (say stocks) and shorting
a hedging instrument (say a future in an index representing a basket of the
core securities). Further assume an Arbitrage Pricing Theory[RR84, HW05] type
formulation where for each security we have a factor structure for near-term rate of
return:
ri ≈ αi + βi,1 F1 + · · · + βi,n Fn + ηi = αi + βi> F + ηi
(where n is small compared to m: the total number of securities being tracked).
That is we are writing the near-term return rate as a linear function of the following
definitions, coefficients and random variables:
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• αi : The unique to the security return (this term should be zero for un-modeled
securities and is non-zero for securities that we wish to trade in or out of)
• βi : A vector of loadings into shared factors F (to be precise β is a vector of
loading coefficients and F is a vector of random variables).
• E[x]: denotes expected value of the random variable x.
• var[x]: denotes the variance of the random variable x (or equivalently the
expected squared deviation from the mean: E[(x − E(x))2 ]).
• Fi : The random variables representing different market factors (like banking,
tech, future currency prices). These represent possible drivers of price change.
We will allow these to have non-zero expectations (or estimated expectations)
which E[Fi ] = fi .
• ηi : The un-diversifiable risk (a mean-zero random variable) unique to this
security.
• λi : The fraction of the hedging instrument that is invested in the i-th security
(i.e. the composition of the index or future we use for hedging).
• cost(y, h, x, g): The cost of trading from a portfolio with yi dollars allocated
in the i-th security and h dollars short in “the hedging instrument” (a broad
market future or index representing a basket of securities) to a portfolio with
xi dollars in the i-th security and g short in the hedging instrument (we discuss
cash later).
The goal is to use our estimates of α, β, F, f, η to find a trade that moves us
from our current holdings to a new set of holdings that have a higher expected riskadjusted payoff than our current position. If we represent our current portfolio as
a vector x representing the number of dollars invested in each security and a scalar
g representing the number of dollars short in the hedging instrument then our net
exposure to the i-th security is xi − λi g where λ is the vector that represents what
fraction of the hedging instrument is allocated to the ith security.
We can then try to find a new allocation y, h (y again a vector representing the
total dollars in each security and h number of dollars short in the hedging instrument).
For simplicity we will assume there is one security that represents cash. In a meanvariance formulation we would want to maximize:
(E[return(y, h)] − cost(y, h, x, g))2
var[return(y, h)]
(while also avoiding some trivial cases like negative return and var[return(y, h)] =
0).
To do this we will break these terms into small pieces and re-write this as a
tractable optimization problem.
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Solution

3.1

Without Costs

We first examine a simpler version of the problem that ignores costs (but does include
risk). The Sharpe ratio[Lo02, Mou08] formulation is maximize:
(E[return(y, h)])2
.
var[return(y, h)]
We will instead solve
Maximize:
E[return(y, h)]
Where:
var[return(y, h)] = 1.
As long as we keep the problem formulation homogeneous (that is invariant
under simultaneous scaling of all variables) the two problems share optimal solutions
(modulo the fact that the second form is doing a better job of keeping track of the
sign of the return).
Next we expand out the expected return E[return(y, h)] and risk var[return(y, h)]
terms.
We say the expected return is equal the sum of αi and fi times our net exposure
to the i-th security:
E[return(y, h)] = (α + f )> (y − hλ).
Our vector of net exposures to each of the factors F is given by:
β > (y − hλ)
where β is the matrix whose i-th row is the factor loadings for the i-th security. Then
if C is the n by n covariance matrix between the n factors F we have:
var[return(y, h)] = (y − hλ)> βCβ > (y − hλ) +

X

ηi2 (yi − hλi )2

i
>

>

= (y − hλ) (βCβ + E)(y − hλ)
where E is the diagonal matrix such that Ei,i = ηi2 .
This is just trying to say the variance is a sum of contributions from the net factor
exposures plus contributions from the un-diversifiable risks.
So our optimization problem (in variables y, h) is now:
Maximize:
(α + f )> (y − hλ)
Where:
>
>
(y − hλ) (βCβ + E)(y − hλ) = 1.
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Let us change variables work with a new vector z such that
z = y − hλ.
In this perspective we are trying to find a z solving:
Maximize:
(α + f )> z
Where:
>
>
z (βCβ + E)z = 1.
The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions of optimality[Kuh06] say that at the
optimum we must have:
∇z (α + f )> z = γ∇z z > (βCβ > + E)z
where γ is an unknown scalar constant. It is not hard to see what the relation between
the unknown γ should and the unknown z is (if you know one the other can be had
by inspection). Passing the gradient operator through the last equation we have:
(α + f )> = 2γz > (βCβ > + E)
So:
z ∝ ((βCβ > + E)> )−1 (α + f )
Again, this is the usual statement that the gradient of the objective function is some
scaling (γ) of the gradient of the constraint. Since we have a homogeneous problem
and do not care about scaling we see that our solution is any multiple of:
zb = ((βCβ > + E)> )−1 (α + f )
with the sign of the scaling determining if we are maximizing loss or gain. This is the
same solution we get if we had (equivalently) formulated this problem as a Rayleigh
quotient. In solving for z (instead of solving for y, h) we have solved for the optimal
net-exposure (between direct ownership and the hedge) for each of the core securities.
We can inspect to a reasonable solution by setting h = maxi:zi <0 zi λi and y = z + hλ.
Notice that this is very fast in that the solution is simple linear algebra (and we
may even use the previous portfolio as a starting point in solution).

3.2

With Costs

Once we introduce costs we are at the very least attempting to maximize a slightly
more complicated form like:
E[return(y, h)] − cost(y, h, x, g)
p
.
var[return(y, h)]
A candidate for the new term cost(y, h, x, g) is:
X
cost(y, h, x, g) =
wi |yi − xi | + v|h − g|.
i
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where the vector w and scalar v are some stand-in for per-dollar trade costs plus costs
of uniformed trading (such as one half of the bid/ask gap over share price).2
The standard technique for dealing with the absolute value operator is to introduce
a few more variables and constraints as follows:
di
di
c
c

≥
≥
≥
≥

y i − xi
xi − y i
h−g
g−h

and re-write the cost function as:
cost(y, h, x, g) =

X

wi di + vc.

i

Since we are maximizing return we are also minimizing costs which pushes these
new variables into the relevant constraints.
Now that we have introduced a number of linear inequality constraints we
might as well bring in the sign constraints y, h ≥ 0 and a conservation constraint
1> x + g = 1> y + h. If we don’t want to trade the hedge we can enforce that with
an extra constraint of the form g = h, similarly we can add in any desired trades by
introducing constraints on targeted yi .
Now that we have a number of linear inequalities the complicated form of the
denominator starts to be a problem. If our entire objective were a mere linear function
we could apply linear programming (which in this day and age is very very fast). But
we are held up in that we have both a square root and a ratio in our formulation
(which we will deal with next).

3.3

Naive Linear Constraints

So let us try to simplify into a pure linear programming formulation. We want to
maximize E[return(y, h)]−cost(y, h, x, g) and again treat the value of var[return(y, h)]
as a constraint.
If we had, as in the earlier cost-free subsection, no cost factors (and no additional
constraints) we would be maximizing √E[return(y,h)] . As we said before: at the optimal
var[return(y,h)]

point we expect the gradient of the objective function (with respect to our variables)
to be zero.3 A solution to the unconstrained problem should obey the equalities:
∇y,h E[return(y, h)] = γ∇y,h var[return(y, h)]
2

It would be nice to introduce a penalty depending on the number of securities traded at all,
but this kind of constraint does not have such a nice optimization formulation until we push into
the more expensive world of search or mixed integer programming.
3
In this case we introduce symbols a = E[return(y, h)] and b = var[return(y, h)] and recall from
calculus the derivative of the ratio: (ab−1/2 )0 = (a0 b−1/2 − 12 ab−3/2 b0 ). At a maximum this latest
quantity would be zero. This is true when: a0 = 12 (a/b)b0 , which is the same conditions as in the
previous section.
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(we say equalities because this is a vector equation and γ is again the Lagrangian
coefficient representing the correct relative pricing of risk versus return near the
optimum).
This gives a plausible (but not good) idea for a large set of additional linear
inequalities to add to our constrained system. The idea is to copy over some
approximation of the above system to ask that the cost-sensitive solution fall near
the original unconstrained system. This makes sense and does indeed force a new
solution to be near the unconstrained solution. Schematically this is because the set
of solutions is nicely parametrized by its gradients (just as you can tell where you are
on a circle by being told which direction is pointing out):
Patch of Solutions
With Similar Gradient
Gradient of Variance Surface

Direction of Best Return

Variance Surface

Unfortunately this works “too well” as we have seen in earlier sections that
∇y,h var[return(y, h)] essentially reads off y, h so constraint directly involving this term
just copy solutions from the cost-insensitive system into the cost-sensitive system
without giving enough freedom to actually reduce costs.

3.4

Better Linear Constraints

To get a better set of constraints we need to step back from the math a bit and look
at what we expect from the problem itself. What we would like is to find a solution
that has:
• similar expected return (exposure to α)
• similar expected factor risk (exposure to β)
• similar total risk
• reduced or minimal trade costs.
6

The most plausible conditions that this would be possible is that there are
securities (or combinations of securities) that have profit and risk exposure similar to
what is seen in the cost-insensitive solution that have lesser trade-costs. In this form
it means there is money to be saved in not incurring expensive trade-costs without a
reason (reasons being large α or unique utility in hedging).
We list out our wants as new constraints. Let yb, b
h be optimal solutions inspected
from the earlier cost-free problem and let  be a small constant (used to introduce
some “slop” or “play” into the problem).
Then from an original problem point of view it is reasonable to want:
• Similar expected return
(α + f )> (y − hλ) ≥ (1 − )(α + f )> (b
y−b
hλ)
• Similar expected component-wise factor risk

Cβ > (y − hλ) ≥ (1 − )Cβ > (b
y−b
hλ)
>
>
Cβ (y − hλ) ≤ (1 + )Cβ (b
y−b
hλ)
Here we are using the fact that the number of factors (n) is smaller than the
number of securities (m) so that we only get 2n inequalities from this step and
thus do not over-constrain the solution.
• Similar total risk
The problem here is the un-diversifiable risk. At this point we have to change
our formulation to make the problem tractable. Up until now we have been
modeling risk/variance as (y − hλ)> (βCβ > + E)(y − hλ), that is as an additive
combination of (y − hλ)> βCβ > (y − hλ) and (y − hλ)> E(y − hλ). The previous
bullet-point models the (y − hλ)> βCβ > (y − hλ), or factor-exposure portion.
What remains is what to do with the un-diversifiable risk.
One thing we note at this point is that our current model is modeling the
un-diversifiable risks as independent (this is implicit in the fact that E is a
diagonal matrix) which means that while they can not cancel each other it is
still considered less risky to have three different $1 net-exposures than a single
$3 net-exposure. At this point we are going to switch to a more P
pessimistic net2
2
exposure risk model and instead of using (y − hλ)> E(y − hλ) = P
i ηi (yi − hλi )
as our un-diversifiable risk contribution we will use undiv(y, h) = i ηi |yi −hλi |.
• Reduced or minimal trade costs.
To reduce trade costs we will add
P them to the objective function in the form
we gave above: cost(y, h, x, g) = i wi |yi − xi | + v|h − g| (where x is the vector
that represents our current security holdings and g represents our current short
position on the hedge).
7

Let β be our matrix per-security factor exposures and C our factor to factor
correlation matrix, w our per-security trade-cost vector, v our hedge-trade cost
constant and η our per-security un-diversifiable risk vector.4 As before let x be the
vector representing the current position in securities, g the current short on the hedge
and yb, b
h the cost-insensitive optimal solution.
Our new problem is to find a new security vector y and hedge short position h
maximizing:
E[return(y, h)] − cost(y, h, x, g)
F + undiv(y, h)

(1)

subject to the constraints:

E[return(y, h)]
d
d
c
c
cost(y, h, x, g)
F
z
z
undiv(y, h)
y
h
(α + f )> (y − hλ)

(α + f )> (y − hλ)
y−x
x−y
h−g
g−h
w> d + vc
= (b
y−b
hλ)> βCβ > (b
y−b
hλ)
≥ y − hλ
≥ hλ − y
= η>z
≥ 0
≥ 0
≥ (1 − )(α + f )> (b
y−b
hλ)
=
≥
≥
≥
≥
=

Cβ > (y − hλ) ≥ (1 − )Cβ > (b
y−b
hλ)
>
>
Cβ (y − hλ) ≤ (1 + )Cβ (b
y−b
hλ)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)

We now have what is called a fractional program (all our constraints are linear
equalities and inequalities, but our objective function is unfortunately a ratio of
linear expressions).[Sch76a, FS04, Sch76c, AL71, BN73, KS81, Tan07, JSG08, Din67,
Sch76b, Swa65, AS66]

3.5

What to do with a Fractional Program

There are many methods to solve fractional programs (in particular Dinkelbach’s
Algorithm [Din67, Sch76c] which can handle some quadratic terms). We will work
4

At this point it is worth mentioning that we are treating costs and un-diversifiable risks somewhat
similarly. In fact it makes sense to bias the cost-insensitive solution a little bit by replacing the undiversifiable risks with a term that includes a bit of the trade costs (since costs and risks are similar
negative indications).
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through how one might solve a problem such as ours (only linear terms) with access to
a simplex based solver (which would allow through updates very fast re-solvings). The
idea comes from parametric programming[DM96, VR07] and takes a few conceptual
steps.
In the abstract you are trying to maximize an objective function of the form:
f (x)
g(x)
where f (x), g(x) are linear functions and the whole system is supposed to obey some
linear equalities and inequalities (which we will ignore for now).
If we could think of a process that generated a set of vectors x1 , x2 , · · · xk (each
obeying our constraints) such that the optimal solution is guaranteed to be one of
these vectors then we could solve the problem by inspection. We would just plug each
of these into our objective function in turn and keep the best.
So it is enough to find a set of vectors to try. To do this notice that (ignoring
(x)
(x)
is maximized then ∇x fg(x)
= 0. Now
constraints) that if fg(x)
∇x

f (x)
(∇x f (x))g(x) − f (x)(∇x g(x))
=
.
g(x)
g(x)2

So if we had a complete set of vectors x such that (∇x f (x))g(x) − f (x)(∇x g(x)) = 0
then it would be sufficient to inspect just these vectors.
There is another expression that has its maxima in similar circumstances.
Consider the expression
f (x) − γg(x)
where γ is an unknown constant. This expression has its extrema exactly where
(∇x f (x)) − γ(∇x g(x)) = 0 (under reasonable conditions it doesn’t have any inflection
points, so we can use the extrema to find all the solutions to the above equation). So
(x)
for some optimum we would then
if we so lucky to pick a γ that was equal to fg(x)
recover the vector x.
So it is enough to sweep through all possible values of γ (some of which are sensible,
some of which are not) to get a list of candidate x vectors. To do this we want to
solve the linear program that maximizes f (x) − γg(x) (subject to our constraints) for
many values of our parameter γ. Since γ is a scalar parameter this can be done by
a good simplex solver just by updating the objective function and re-solving (finding
all solutions should not be too much more expensive than finding a single solution).
What we can do is start at a given value of γ. The linear program can then
be solved to find an optimal vertex (see diagram below). The nice thing is for a
interval of γ values this same vertex will be the optimal solution and identifying the
value where we switch to the next vertex is standard (and trivial) task for a simplex
solver. We then repeat asking for the next switch point until there are no more and
(after sweeping in both increasing and decreasing directions) we have the list of all
vertices that represent candidate x vectors. This whole process and list of candidates
can be completed in the time equivalent to solving 2 or 3 linear programs (though
9

this technique is just to illustrate the idea, a fractional programming or parametric
programming package would solve this problem directly).

Boundary
of Constraints

Vertex Switch
Boundary

Directions Mapping to
Same Vertex

Direction Mapping to
New Vertex
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Conclusion

We have shown how to encode the search for a nearly optimal trade from given
portfolio and estimates of future returns into a very efficient form called a fractional
linear program. With commercial libraries such a trade could be implemented very
quickly allowing its incorporation in high frequency trading systems.
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